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22 November 2016 

MITCHELLS & BUTLERS (MAB): 260p  
FY Results – Analysts’ Meeting: 
 

Group elaborates on cost pressures, says a modicum of inflation 
‘would be a good thing…’ 
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Following the announcement of its FY numbers earlier today, Mitchells & Butlers 
hosted a meeting for analysts and our further comments are set out below: 

��������		
·  Margin was up in H1 but down H2. LfL sales, however, performed better 

with a steadily improving trend over H2. See p5 (of the group’s slides) 

·  The group says H2 saw a ‘strong recovery’. CEO Phil Urban says that 
he was ‘pleased’ with this performance. 

·  This has continued into the first 8wks of FY17. Although the +0.5% 
reported for that period appears modest, the Rugby, given the location 
of some of M&B’s units, was a positive in FY16, making for tougher 
comps 

·  The weather (warm Sept) did help a little 

·  The above positive numbers are helped by refurb spends. An un-
invested number has not been given but the group says that these units 
‘are improving’ 
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·  Costs could rise by c£55m in FY17 (see p8). They rose by around £25m 

in FY16.  

·  Perhaps 1/3 of this can be mitigated. The rest will need to be addressed 
either through price or volume increases.  

·  The group will move some of its c£100m of US$ and Euro purchases to 
Sterling suppliers 
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Recent News Here:  

·  Today's email 

·  Recent emails 

·  A day in the life... 

·  Who we are, what we 
do... 

·  Upcoming news-flow 

·  Recent company updates  

·  Thematic pieces 

·  LinkedIn profile  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Market Cap: £1.04bn 
12m range 217p 354p 
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·  Price rises fall straight through to margin and, as the company says, a little bit of inflation 
would be helpful 

·  Depreciation charges will rise by perhaps £3m to £4m p.a. for a number of years to reflect 
increased levels of capex 

·  LfL sales had been c4% below the Peach Tracker. They are now around 1% above – see p18 

·  New openings (mostly rivals) had been a problem. This is now abating (p19) but the capacity 
that has already gone on will take a slice of the cake 

·  Brexit. Confidence hasn’t fallen materially. Around 13% of M&B’s workforce comes from the 
EU and it would struggle to replace this in the short term.  

·  Some new concepts will be trialled. The group is opening a Chicken Society outlet in Finchley 
next month. More will follow & other concepts will be tested.  

·  The dividend policy going forward ‘will reflect trading’ 
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·  M&B’s conversions to Miller & Carter have cost around £600k but they return c40% 

·  Stonehouse Pizza & Carvery upgrades cost c£350k & return >25%. Harvester upgrades are 
generating a similar return.  

·  The aim is to get back to a 6yr refurbishment cycle. Capex will run around £200m over the 
near term 

·  The group is still c83% freehold.  

·  Some 75 units are up for sale. Book value is ‘above £50m’ 

·  The group does not expect news on its March 2016 triennial review soon. It should know by 
the time of its H1 numbers next May.  

Langton: M&B’s units are performing somewhat better.  

Bears may argue that this growth has been purchased via capex but, though there is some truth in 
that suggestion, it appears some fundamental improvement is taking place beneath the surface.  

Certainly, there are extraneous events (Brexit, Sterling, business rates, apprenticeship levy etc.) that 
may prevent this from showing through in the short term, but these are industry-wide rather than stock 
specific problems.  

Issues regarding the share register remain a little off-putting for some investors but trading is perhaps 
a shade better. The group now maintains that it is running c1% ahead of the Peach Tracker rather 
than as much as 4% behind.  

The group’s shares are lowly rated at around 7.3x this year’s earnings.  

In addition, M&B’s units are to die for and, over time, it should be able to find a solution for most its 
sites. Execution will remain an issue and costs will rise in FY17 but, overall, risks are perhaps 
weighted towards the upside.  

Contact – Mark Brumby - +44(0)20 7702 3389 


